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Text
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Text
 Text = constellation of linguistic elements

meant for human interpretation in a
communicative act

 Written (here focus) and spoken text
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Sharapova beats Ivanovic to win Australian Open
A year after being on the wrong end of one of Russian didn't drop a set in seven
matches at Melbourne Park, including wins the most-lopsided losses in a Grand
Slam final, Sharapova wrapped up her third major title with a 7-5, 6-3 victory over
fourth-seeded Ana Ivanovic on Saturday.The 20-year-old over three of the top four
ranked players, erasing 12 months worth of painful memories in the wake of her 6-
1, 6-2 loss to Serena Williams last year.After Ivanovic sprayed a forehand wide on
match point, Sharapova dropped to her knees and appeared to be fighting back
tears as she waved and blew kisses to the crowd.Then she dropped her racket in
her chair before heading to shake hands and exchange high-fives with her father
and supporters.

Great victory!

L’é tro bel cet voitur Voici tt ce ki me pasione
ds ma petite vi!!!é tt mé pote é pl1 dotre
truk!!!Avou de Dcouvrir

Tennis 2008

Date: Fri, 25 Jan 2008 11:21:15 +0100 (CET)
From: Maarten Logghe <maarten@yoru.be>
To: Sien Moens <sien.moens@cs.kuleuven.be>
Subject: Re: Op zoek naar een medewerker
Hoi Sien,

Ik vrees dat je nog wat verder zult moeten zoeken...  ik kan het niet doen
en ik heb wat rondgevraagd bij vrienden en ex-collega's enzo maar helaas..

veel succes,
maarten 
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to Understand Text
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To understand
  = to grasp the meaning
  = to accept as a fact or truth or regard as

plausible
  = to interpret in one of a number of

possible ways

[Webster]
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Australian
Open won by
Maria
Sharapova

Sports

Location:
Melboune
Park

Declining job offer

Non-spam

Positive
sentiment
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Cake Candles

Birthday party Happyness
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Problem
 Huge amount of digital content
 If we want to find, mine, summarize, reason with, ... the

information contained in the media: semantic labels are
very helpful
 Humans can label: but, limited in scope and

information content, inconsistent, ...
 We want the machine to automatically understand

the content with a minimum of human supervision !
 Our focus: easiest case: computers that understand

well-formed written natural language text

[Blair 2002]
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Computers to Understand Text
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Overview
 Today

 On one hand: Extraction of factoid
information

 On the other hand: Probabilistic topic
models

 Future
 Recognition of complex semantic concepts

° in NLP
community

° in IR
community
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FASTUS
 Finite state automaton implementation: set of

cascaded, non-deterministic finite-state
transducers
 application of symbolic rules in the form of

hand-crafted regular expressions
 cascade: output of finite state transducer is

input for next finite state transducer

[Hobbs et al. IJCAI 1993] [Hobbs JBioInformatics 2002]
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Cascade of finite state
transducers

1. Recognition of
compound
words and
named entities

1

2

4

3

5

2. Partial parse:
recognition of
verb, noun,
prepositional
phrases, actives,
passives, gerunds

3. Recognition of
complex noun
groups

4. Resolution to
active form,
recognition of
information to be
extracted

5. Structure
merging
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 Example sentence:
Bridgestone Sports Co. said Friday it has set up a
joint venture in Taiwan with a local concern and a
Japanese trading house to produce golf clubs to be
shipped to Japan.

 

 

Relation: TIE-U P     

Bridgestone 

Sports C o .  
 

Activity: PRODUCTION  

a local 

concer n  

 
Company:  Entities: 

a Japanese 

trading house  

 
Product: golf clubs 

Joint 

Venture 

Company: 
 

 
Start 

Date :  
 

Activity:     

Amount :     

 

      <Company/ies> {Set-up} {Joint-Venture} {with} <Company/ies>
{Produce} <Product>
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Today
 Similar pipelined structure, but (supervised)

machine learning models:
 Named entity recognition
 Syntactic analysis of the sentence (e.g., part-

of-speech tagging, sentence parsing)
 Recognition of relations between entities
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Computers to Understand Text

Computers Learning to Understand Text

Learning
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Why machine learning?
 Supervised learning: annotation is considered as less

tedious than knowledge engineering
 Powerful computers allow learning approaches
 Possibility to more easily adapt to changing patterns
 Probabilistic recognitions = more natural considering

the:
 Variety of natural language and consequent

incompleteness of any pattern base
 Natural ambiguity and interpretation possibilities of

natural language
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Context dependent classification
 Semantic role labeling

Recognizing the basic event structure of a sentence
(“who” “does what” “to whom/what” “when” “where” ...):

Maria   Sharapova   walks      towards   the   field.
x1    x2  x3            x4
 y1   y2 y3                     y4
actor      movementAction  toLocation  toLocation

 Context dependent classification:
 Content cannot exist without other content, or has a large

chance to occur with it
 e.g., Conditional Random Fields
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Conditional Random Fields
 Semantic role labeling:

 Sequence of observations:  x  = (x1,…,xT)
 Sequence of semantic labels: y = (y1,…,yT)
 Often sequence forms first order Markov chain

 A novel observation sequence x is labeled with y, so
that the conditional probability p(y|x) is maximized:

 Trained with dynamic programming techniques that are
similar to the Baum-Welch algorithm

! 

p(y x) =
1

Z
exp( "kfk(e,y e,x) + µkfk(v,y v,x)

v#V ,k

$ )
e#E ,k

$

[Lafferty et al. ICML 2001]
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Extraction of factoid information

 E.g., named entities,
relations between entities

 Possibly link these
factoids across
documents for clustering,
ontology population,
social network analysis,
visualization, ...

 Current automated techniques are successful in
identifying factoid information:

Source: Keith V. Nesbitt
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Overview
 Today

 On one hand: Extraction of factoid
information

 On the other hand: probabilistic topic
models

 Future
 Recognition of complex semantic concepts

° in NLP
community

° in IR
community
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Latent semantic topic models
 = a class of unsupervised (or semi-supervised) models in

which the semantic properties of words and documents are
expressed in terms of topics
 models are also called aspect models

 Latent Semantic Indexing:
 the semantic information can be derived from a word-

document matrix
[Deerweester et al. 1990]

 But, LSI is unable to capture multiple senses of a word
 Probabilistic topic models

w

d
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Panini
 Panini =  Indian grammarian (6th-4thcentury B.C. ?) who

wrote a grammar for sanskrit
 Realizational chain when creating natural language texts:

 Ideas -> broad conceptual components of a text ->
subideas -> sentences -> set of semantic roles-> set of
grammatical and lexical concepts ->character sequences

[Kiparsky 2002]
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Probabilistic topic model
 = Generative model for documents: probabilistic model by

which documents can be generated
 document = probability distribution over topics
 topic = probability distribution over words

 To make a new document, one chooses a distribution over
topics, for each topic one draws words according to a
certain distribution:
 select a document dj with probability P(dj)
 pick a latent class zk with probability P(zkdj)
 generate a word wi with probability P(wizk)[Steyers & Griffiths 2007]
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observed word
 distributions

word distributions
per topic

topic distributions
per document
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Probabilistic Latent Semantic 
Analysis (pLSA)

Topic 1John goes into the building, sits down
waitress shows him menu. John
orders. The waitress brings the food.
John eats quickly, puts $10 on the
table and leaves. ..

John goes the park with the magnolia
trees and meets his friend, ...

waitress

Menu
$ food

z wd

M
N

park
Tree
...

Topic 2

[Hofmann SIGIR 1999] 

...

M = number of documents
N = number of words
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 Translating the document or text  generation process
into a joint probability model results in the expression

where

K = number of topics (a priori defined)

 Training = maximizing

where n(dj,wi) = frequency of wi in dj
(e.g. trained with EM algorithm)

! 

P(dj,wi) = P(dj)P(wi dj)

! 

P(wi dj) = P
k=1

K

" (wi zk)P(zk dj)

pLSA

! 

L =  n(dj,wi)logP(dj,wi)
i=1

N

"
j=1

M

"
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[Steyvers & Griffiths  2007] 
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation

w

z

α θ

M

N

[Blei et al. JMLR 2003] 

β

γ

zθ

φ

N

M

(1) (2)
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation
 pLSA: learns P(zkdj) only for those documents on which it

is trained
 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) treats topic mixture

weights as a k-parameter hidden random variable θ
 Training

 Key inferential problem: computing the distribution of
the hidden variables  θ and z given a document , i.e.,
p(θ,z|w,α,β): intractable for exact inference

 α: Dirichlet prior, can be interpreted as a prior
observation count for the number of times a topic is
sampled in a document, before having observed any
actual words from that document
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation
 Model 2 = modification of the original graphical model 1: the

chain α → θ → z is replaced by γ → θ and φ → z
 Compute approximation of model 1 by model 2 for which

the KL divergence KL[p(θ,z|γ,φ), q(θ,z| w,α,β) is minimal
 Iterative updating of γ and φ for each document and

recalculation of corpus-level variables α and β by means of
EM algorithm

 Inference for new document:
 Given α and β: we determine γ (topic distribution) and φ

(word distribution) with a variational inference algorithm
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Probabilistic topic models
 Probabilistic models of text generation (cf. model of

text generation by Panini)
 Understanding by the machine =  we infer the latent

structure from which the document/text is generated
 Today:

 Bag-of-words representations
 Addition of other structural information is currently

limited (e.g., syntax information in [Griffiths et al.
ANIPS 2004])

 But, acknowledged potential for richly structured
statistical models of language and text
understanding in general
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Overview
 Today

 On one hand: Extraction of factoid
information

 On the other hand: probabilistic topic
models

 Future
 Recognition of complex semantic concepts

° in NLP
community

° in IR
community
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Example
Script: human (X) taking the bus to go from LOC1 to LOC3

1. X PTRANS X from LOC1 to bus stop

2. bus driver PTRANS bus from LOC2 to bus stop

3. X PTRANS X from bus stop to bus

4. X ATRANS money from X to bus driver

5. bus driver ATRANS ticket to X

6.

7. bus driver PTRANS bus from bus stop to LOC3

8. X PTRANS X from bus to LOC3

(3), (7), (8): mandatory

Various subscripts handling actions
possible during the ride.

X gives money to the bus
driver. ATRANS is used to
express a transfer of an
abstract relationship, in this
case the possession of
money.

[Schank 1975]
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Example
 The doctors did not do anything to save a baby they

knew was in critical trouble. Despite knowing the
childbirth was in crisis, the doctors didn't do anything
for more than an hour. The effects were brain damage
to the baby which result in the baby having cerebral
palsy, spastic quadriplegia and a seizure disorder.
The child is now more than five years old, but can't
walk, talk, sit or stand.

Medical
malpractice
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Example
 “The company experiences the leave of its

product manager, and too many emplyees are
allocated in the R&D section. ... For several of
its projects software products are independently
developed. Subsidiairies apply Western-centric
approaches exclusively to local markets...“

Enterprise at
risk

misalignments of staffing
organizational changes

business conflict ?

lack of interoperability
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Extraction of complex concepts
 Semantic annotation performed by humans stretches

beyond the recognition of factoids and the
identification of topic distributions

 Humans understand media by labeling them with
abstract scripts, scenarios, concepts or issues

 Very important for retrieval, mining and abstractive
summarization of information, reasoning (e.g., Case
Based Reasoning)

 But, is this possible for a computer?
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ComputersLearning to Understand

Fact or Fiction

 Text:
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Problem
 The complex semantic concepts: are

 not always literally present in a text
 when present, how do we know that such a concept

summarizes a whole passage/document?
 Given the multitude of semantic labels and the variety of

natural language:
 How can the machine learn to assign the labels with

only few hand-annotated examples?
 And still obtain good accuracy of the classification?
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Solutions ?
 Complex semantic concepts:

 Often hierarchically structured:  composed of
intermediary concepts and more simple concepts

 Cf. model of text generation by Panini
 Exploit the hierarchical structure to:

 Increase accuracy ?
 Reduce number of training data ?
 Cf. current work in computer vision

[Fei-Fei & Perona IEEE CVPR 2005] [Sudderth et al. IEEE ICCV
2005]
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[Fan et al. SIGIR 2004]
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Solutions ?
 Naive model: annotate texts and components with all kinds

of semantic labels and train:
 Probably few examples/ semantic category + variety of

natural language  => low accuracy

 Train with structured examples annotated with specific,
intermediate and complex concepts
 Some tolerance for incomplete patterns =>

• possibly increased accuracy
• still many annotations
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Solutions ?
 Cascaded /network approach:

 Learning intermediate models: the output of one type of
semantic labeling forms the input of more complex tasks
of classification (cf. FASTUS, cf. inverse of Panini model)

• Possibly different or smaller feature sets can be used
for models => less training examples needed

• Reuse of component models possible
• Natural integration of external knowledge resources

 Several aggregation possibilities: features in feature
vectors, Bayesian network, ...

 But, errors propagate: keeping few best hypotheses?
[Finkel, Manning & Ng 2006] [Moens 2006]
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Solutions ?
 Extensions of the probabilistic topic models:

 Advantages of previous cascaded/network model
 Unsupervised and different levels of supervision

possible
 Scalability?
 Do the unlabeled examples:

• learn us completely new patterns or only
variations of existing patterns?

• cause learning incorrect patterns?
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Epilogue
 Recent research of my group:

 Recognition of argumentation structures in
text

 Event detection and tracking
 Recognizing frame semantics
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Recognition of argumentation
structures in text

 Recognition of premise,
conclusion and non-
argumentative clause (text
contains 1 argument)
 Learning of a nested

graphical model with
CRF: inner-graph classes
form a k-chain model

Tests on cases from the European Court of Human Rights

[Mochales Palau & Moens Technical Report] [OT project  ACILA]
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Event detection and tracking
 Probabilistic topic model

(LDA trained on large
corpus)

 Probabilistic named entity
model mimicking cross-
document resolution of
entity mentions

Tests on Wikipedia news articles

[De Smet & Moens Technical Report]

Similarity between docs computed with symmetric KL divergence

Fusion of the
similarities

[EU project CLASS]
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Recognizing frame semantics
 Recognizing the basic event structure of a sentence

(“who” “does what” “to whom/what” “when” “where” ...):
semantic roles that form a semantic frame

Maria Sharapova kisses the winner's trophy at
Melbourne Park

[Deschacht & Moens Technical Report]

[EU project CLASS]

Tests on transcripts of “Buffy the
vampire slayer
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